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Abstract—The IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which supports lowcost communications, has been applied in a variety of wireless
networks. Developing accurate analytical models for the IEEE
802.15.4 medium access control (MAC) protocol is critical for the
design and performance evaluation of such networks. Periodic
traffic is a common traffic pattern generated in many practical
application scenarios, for which most existing analytical models
assuming either saturated or random network traffic patterns
become inapplicable. In this paper, we develop an accurate and
scalable analytical model to analyze the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol with the periodic traffic. Our model can accurately capture
the protocol stochastic behavior in each period in scenarios such
as with or without retransmissions and with single clear channel
assessment (CCA) or double CCAs. Extensive simulations are
conducted to validate the proposed model by both transient and
aggregate performance evaluations, and the results show that the
model captures MAC behavior with periodic traffic accurately. We
also discuss about extending the proposed model to account for
heterogeneous scenarios and the hidden node problem.
Index Terms—IEEE 802.15.4, periodic traffic, CSMA/CA, analytical model, throughput, energy consumption.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies a suite of medium
access control (MAC) and physical layer protocols for
low-power, low-cost and low-data-rate applications [1]. Established based on this standard, some protocols such as ZigBee
[2], WirelessHART [3], MiWi [4] and ISA100.11a [5] gain popularity in various fields. WirelessHART, MiWi and ISA100.11a
have been applied in wireless instrumentation and industrial
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control applications [6], while ZigBee has become one of the
most prevalent techniques in wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
and machine-to-machine (M2M) networks (e.g., home automation networks, on-body sensor networks, and smart meter
networks) [7]–[9]. Some recent developments also show that
ZigBee can be readily integrated into mobile phones to work
jointly with Wi-Fi and cellular modules [10], making it potentially feasible for saving energy in mobile applications such
as the so-called outband device-to-device (D2D) communications [11].
In IEEE 802.15.4-enabled wireless networks, the MAC protocol plays a vital role in data transmission scheduling and
greatly affects the network performance. Accurately modeling
the MAC behavior is critical for network performance evaluation and optimization. The MAC layer specifies a carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism which allows network nodes to contend for channel access
in a distributed manner. Most existing models of IEEE 802.15.4
focus on either saturated or random traffic (or unsaturated traffic)
patterns [12]–[20]. In applications where the network is likely
to be congested, the MAC service rate of a node may be much
lower than its data traffic arriving rate, resulting in the saturated
traffic pattern. In this case, a node always has packets in its
buffer for transmitting. Whereas, the unsaturated traffic pattern,
generated in many low-load applications, assumes that a node
has much less packets which arrive at random time instances.
Unlike those two patterns, the data traffic in many practical
applications may be generated periodically, resulting in the periodic traffic pattern. Periodic traffic can be observed in WSNs.
For example, in environment monitoring applications, sensors
are usually configured to periodically sense the environment
and report data to a remote center [21]. In duty-cycled networks, each node may periodically wake up for communication
in order to save energy [22]. In wireless control networks,
discrete-time control strategies with strict and synchronous sensor data reporting periods are the common way to implement
closed-loop control systems [23], [24]. Periodic traffic is also a
major traffic pattern generated by neighbor discovery and network maintenance processes in IEEE 802.15.4-enabled wireless networks [25]. For example, in a neighbor discovery
process, a node broadcasts a request packet to its neighbors who
will contend for replying the sender node upon receiving the
request. Such a communication mechanism is also commonly
used in WSNs for data aggregation applications [26]. Note that
those neighbors may start contention at the same time after
receiving the request, which is an important feature of periodic
traffic.
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In this paper, we develop an accurate analytical model of the
CSMA/CA protocol with periodic traffic for IEEE 802.15.4enabled wireless networks. A special challenge is that the MAC
statistics change along time in the contention period, which is
hard to capture by either saturated or unsaturated models found
in the literature. Moreover, existing models for periodic traffic
often make strong assumptions as explained in detail in the next
section. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
(1) We propose an accurate model for the IEEE 802.15.4
CSMA/CA protocol, by which we explore the time-varying
feature of the MAC statistics under periodic traffic. Our model
is scalable by modeling the behavior of a typical tagged node.
It has a clean structure, including parallel updating operations
to capture the behavior of the tagged node and cross updating operations to describe the probabilities of clear channel
assessment (CCA) failures and collisions in transmissions. We
analyze both situations with and without retransmissions. Our
model considers the scenario of double CCAs, while it can be
readily reduced to the case of single CCA. (2) Based on the
model, we develop analytical expressions for the MAC performance in terms of aggregate throughput of the data packets and
the energy consumption in one contention period. (3) Through
extensive simulations, we demonstrate the accuracy and scalability of our model. Moreover, we show that existing models for
either saturated or unsaturated traffic patterns generally do not
apply in the periodic traffic case. We compare the performance
between the cases of single CCA and double CCAs and show
that the latter has much higher throughput than the former. We
also discuss the impact of the contention period length on the
throughput. (4) Finally, we discuss extensions of our model to
accommodate the heterogeneous network environment where
nodes use diverse parameters and the hidden node problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews existing models of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
Section III introduces the CSMA/CA protocol. Our analytical
model is presented in Section IV, following which the MAC
performance is analyzed in Section V. Simulation results are
presented in Section VI. Section VII presents extensions and
discussions. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Developing analytical models of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
protocol (particularly for the CSMA/CA mode) has been a hot
research topic in recent years. Most existing models can be
divided into two categories according to the traffic patterns,
i.e., saturated traffic based models and random traffic (or unsaturated traffic) based models. Inspired by the model primarily
proposed for IEEE 802.11 [27], a number of analytical models
for saturated traffic have been proposed [12], [13], [16]. The
main ideas are to apply either fixed-point techniques [14], [15]
or Markov chain based model [12] for stationary statistics
analysis. The models for saturated traffic have been extended
to accommodate unsaturated traffic patterns, assuming either
Poisson [17]–[19] or uniform [20] random traffic, where
Markov chain based approaches are often adopted. Alternatively, a renewal theory based approach is proposed in [14],
which has low computation complexity.

TABLE I
BASIC N OTATIONS

In the literature, there are very few models for the CSMA/CA
protocol with periodic traffic. Pollin et al. extend their Markov
chain based MAC model for saturated traffic to an unsaturated
traffic case which basically seeks the stationary statistics of
the MAC operations. However, we will show in this paper
that, under periodic traffic, the MAC statistics do not follow
Markov chain and no stationary statistics can be obtained [12].
Moreover, the traffic pattern in [12] assumes each transmission
is followed by a fixed idle period, which is different from ours.
Although the model proposed in [28] can be adapted to the
periodic traffic case, it focuses on a purely contention based
MAC without carrier sensing.
With periodic traffic, the MAC statistics of each node will
vary along time during each period, which introduces a special
challenge for MAC performance analysis. Existing techniques
based on steady-state analysis for either saturated or unsaturated traffic cannot be directly extended to the periodic traffic
scenario; thus non-stationary techniques to analyze the transient
behavior within each period are needed. The transient behavior
of the CSMA/CA MAC with periodic traffic is studied in [29],
[30] by approaches based on state transitions. Such models are
further improved by extending to a high-dimensional Markov
chain based model [26]. Haghighi et al. consider a very similar
problem in studying flooding attack problems and propose an
analytical CSMA/CA model [31]. However, these works assume single CCA (i.e., CW = 1) while the CSMA/CA protocol
defines CW = 2, where CW is the contention window size. We
will show later in this paper that this assumption significantly
changes the network performance under periodic traffic. Moreover, few of them consider retransmission, an important option
offered by IEEE 802.15.4. Although the model proposed in
[32] successfully accounts for double CCAs, it does not allow
protocol re-initialization and retransmissions and the model is
heavyweight. Specifically, to capture the transient behavior of
the network, it maintains a much bigger set of variables than our
model does, which will incur higher computation complexity.
III. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we overview the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA
protocol, and indicate the assumptions taken in this paper.
Table I summarizes the main notations in this paper. We consider a network consisting of one coordinator (e.g., the sink
node in WSNs) and n nodes. The nodes periodically send
data packets (or packets for short) to the coordinator (which
broadcasts beacons to control nodes’ periods).
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Fig. 1. Structure of beacon intervals (or periods).

As shown in Fig. 1, a period consists of a contention period
and a reserved period. The coordinator periodically broadcasts
beacons to notify the nodes the beginning of the contention periods. Upon receiving a beacon, each node applies the beaconenabled mode of IEEE 802.15.4 (and hence with slotted version
of CSMA/CA protocol) to contend for sending one packet to
the coordinator. According to IEEE 802.15.4, the contention
period is equally divided into K unit slots, which are called
backoff slots or slots for short. The length of the contention
period is fixed while that of the reserved period can be variable.
In [33], the authors propose a similar structure as the basis of
a hybrid MAC protocol for M2M networks, where the reserved
period is allocated for those nodes who have succeeded in the
contention period. However, the contention period adopts a
p-persistent CSMA MAC and the modeling approach does not
take periodic traffic into account.
We consider a one-hop network with all nodes locating
within each other’s communication ranges such that no hidden
node problem presents [27], [32]. No capture effect is assumed
such that a packet will get lost whenever it is collided with
another packet (including the acknowledgement sent from the
coordinator). We assume that beacons and acknowledgement
packets sent by the coordinator are loss-free. Since all the
nodes receive a beacon simultaneously, they start to contend for
channel access simultaneously.1 For simplicity, we assume homogeneous nodes such that their MAC protocols are configured
with the same parameters and all the packets are of the same
length L. Extension to heterogeneous scenarios where the nodes
can use different parameters is discussed later in Section VII.
A. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
As shown in Fig. 2, the CSMA/CA protocol defines two basic
operations, i.e., random backoff and CCA, both of which should
be launched at slot boundaries. A CCA lasts for one slot and
is conducted after a backoff. We say that a CCA is successful
if the channel is clear (i.e., unoccupied by other nodes or the
coordinator) in that slot. A node transmits its packet only after
two successive successful CCAs (denoted by CCA1 and CCA2,
respectively). A backoff is performed after either the protocol
initialization or a CCA failure, and lasts for a random number
of slots uniformly chosen from {0, 1, . . . , W(is ) − 1}, where
W(is )  2is ,

(1)

is represents the backoff exponent and s is the backoff stage. s is
initialized at 0 and increases by 1 if a new backoff is performed.
1 The signal propagation delay and data preparation time are assumed

negligible.

Fig. 2. Slotted version of the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA protocol with reinitializations and retransmissions.

is+1 = min{is + 1, BEmax } and i0 = BEmin . The CSMA/CA
protocol fails if s has reached its maximum M but two successive successful CCAs have not been achieved. If more than one
node transmits packets simultaneously, collisions happen at the
coordinator side. In this case, we can enable the retransmission
option which triggers the following procedure. The coordinator
will reply an acknowledgement packet (ACK) to the sender
upon successfully receiving a packet; the sender retransmits the
packet if ACK is not received during a certain period of time
after the previous transmission. The retransmission rounds are
counted by r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , R} where R is the maximum number
of retransmission times. We call the first time transmission
round as the 0-th retransmission round.
In this paper, since all the packets arriving within the contention period are valid to the coordinator, once CSMA/CA
fails, it is a good option for a node to re-initialize the protocol
unless the remaining time of the contention period is less
than2 L + 2, i.e., it is impossible to complete a transmission
(including performing two CCAs and transmitting a packet) in
that time. Let c be the re-initialization count and C be the maximum number of re-initialization times for each retransmission
round. The special case with c = 0 indicates that the protocol is
2 The coordinator can encapsulate the length of the contention period in the
beacons to be broadcasted over the network. With the knowledge of K, each
node can know whether to permit a protocol re-initialization.
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TABLE II
VARIABLES D EFINED FOR THE C ASES W ITHOUT R ETRANSMISSION

initialized when a retransmission is just started, which is called
the 0-th re-initialization for convenience.
As shown in Fig. 2, a node will turn to sleep in a contention
period in two general cases: 1) it finishes serving the packet, i.e.,
one of the following happens: the packet has been successfully
transmitted and the corresponding ACK has been received,
the re-initialization count c exceeds its maximum C, and the
retransmission count r exceeds its maximum R; 2) there are
less than L available slots in the contention period when the
node is not transmitting (i.e., the residual slots are not enough
for transmitting a packet).
IV. A NALYTICAL MAC M ODEL
In this section, our analytical model is presented in detail.
To demonstrate the basic modeling steps, we first focus on
the simple case that the retransmission option is disabled, i.e.,
R = 0. Extensions are made in the second part of this section to
accommodate retransmission cases.
A. Without Retransmissions
As aforementioned, compared with either saturated or random traffic patterns, the periodic traffic pattern does not render
stationary statistics of each node’s performance in a per-slot
basis; whereas, it incurs that the statistics of each node in one
contention period may vary from slot to slot. For example, a
node will not contend for channel access after having transmitted its packet in a contention period. Without loss of generality,
we focus on one contention period where the slots are indexed
by k = 0, . . . , K − 1. The variables used in this subsection are
defined in Table II. Since the MAC protocol for each node is
fair, we can concentrate on an arbitrary node, namely D† . We
focus on the event that D† executes a CCA since only at this
time the channel information is observed by D† . If D† performs
CCA1 in slot k, the POS (see definition in Table II) of D† can
be described by the tuple (c, s).
As mentioned in Section III, CCA1 will not be performed
if the number of residual slots in current contention period is
no more than L + 1. Therefore, ∀k ≥ K − L − 1, define τk = 0
c = 0. Noticing that α , α
and βs,k
1,k 2,k and αk are conditional
probabilities, we can simply define them to be 0 if CCA1 is
not performed, i.e., α1,k = 0 if τk = 0 and α2,k = αk = 0 if

Fig. 3. The three cases that cause D † to perform CCA1 in k-th slot.

τk−1 = 0. Our analytical model updates the above probabilities
recursively. For the convenience of applying recursion, define
c = 0 for all k < 0.
τk = α1,k = α2,k = αk = βs,k
Note that whether D† performs CCA1 in k-th slot is independent of other nodes’ activities in the same slot, but the
successfulness of that CCA1 is dependent. Such independence
and dependence are accounted by the parallel updating and
cross updating, respectively, as follows. In the former one, D†
c } based on their historical
updates the probabilities τk and {βs,k
values of its own. The latter process updates the probabilities
α1,k , α2,k and αk by taking into account the interactions between D† and other nodes.
1) Parallel Updating: First, consider the probability λcs,b,k .
Depending on the POS (i.e., (c, s)), λcs,b,k can be calculated by
considering the following three scenarios.
• s ≥ 1: since s is reset to 0 when the protocol is reinitialized, s ≥ 1 means D† has conducted backoff at
least twice after c-th re-initialization. Therefore, only
if previously either a CCA1 fails (with probability
c
α1,k−b−2 , corresponding to case 1 in Fig. 3)
βs−1,k−b−2
c
α1,k−b−2 (1 −
or a CC2 fails (with probability βs−1,k−b−2
α2,k−b−1 ), corresponding to case 2 in Fig. 3), D† will
enter a new backoff stage and perform CCA1 after a
backoff. Given the current POS as (c, s), the POS when
D† was performing the previous CCA1 or CCA2 is
(c, s − 1). Therefore,
c
λcs,b,k = βs−1,k−b−1
(1 − α1,k−b−1 )



Case 1

+

c
βs−1,k−b−2
α1,k−b−2 (1 − α2,k−b−1 ) .







(2)

Case 2

• s = 0, c ≥ 1: in this scenario, D† is performing CCA1
for the first time after c-th re-initialization, which is
the consequence of the following events: in (k − b)-th
slot, either a CCA1 or a CCA2 fails (when the POS is
(c − 1, M)), i.e., D† fails to get channel access and its
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backoff stage already reaches M; hence it performs a new
re-initialization (i.e., the c-th re-initialization). Similar to
the above scenario,
c−1
(1 − α1,k−b−1 )
λc0,b,k = βM,k−b−1
c−1
α1,k−b−2 (1 − α2,k−b−1 ).
+ βM,k−b−2

(3)

• s = c = 0: in this special case, D† performs CCA1 for
the first time in the contention period (see case 3 in
Fig. 3). Therefore, the probability λ00,b,k depends on the
probability of the preceding backoff length b. Since b is
uniformly chosen from {0, . . . , W(i0 ) − 1},

1
, if k ∈ {0, . . . , W(i0 ) − 1} ,
λ00,b,k = W(i0)
(4)
0,
otherwise.
c
With λcs,b,k obtained as above, βs,k
can be then calculated by
the total probability formula with all possible backoff length b
taken into account. Thus,

c
=
βs,k

W(i
s )−1


λcs,b,k Pr{backoff length = b}

b=0

=

W(i
s )−1

1
λcs,b,k .
W(is )

⇒ α2,k = 1 −

Moreover, by definition, τk can be calculated by taking into
account all possible POS as follows.
C 
M


c
βs,k
.

(6)

c=0 s=0

2) Cross Updating: To calculate α1,k , i.e., the success probability of a CCA1, let’s consider the corresponding failure
probability 1 − α1,k , i.e., the conditional probability that the
channel is busy (at least one of the other nodes is transmitting)
when D† is performing CCA1 during k-th slot. With the packet
length L, the transmission(s) causing the CCA failure at slot
k may start in slots k − L + 1, · · · , k − 1, k. As a result, if
τk = 0, ∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K − L − 2},
1 − α1,k =

L−1


Pr{At least one of the other nodes
starts to transmit in slot k − l}

L


Pr{At least one of the other nodes

l=1

performs CCA1 in slot k − l − 1}
L 

l=1

1 − (1 − τk−l−1 )n−1 αk−l ,

α1,k−1



1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1 .

(8)

Otherwise, α2,k = 0. By definition, if τk−1 = 0,
αk = α1,k−1 α2,k

= α1,k−1 − 1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1
=1−

L+1


1 − (1 − τk−l−1 )n−1 αk−l ,

(9)

l=1

where we have used (7). αk = 0 if τk−1 = 0. Since D† cannot
perform CCA2 in the first slot, we define α2,0 = α0 = 0.
B. With Retransmissions

Lw = Lturn + Lack ,

× αk−l
=

1

A transmission after two consecutive successful CCAs may
collide with other simultaneous transmissions. When the retransmission of a collided packet is allowed (unless the number
of retransmission times has reached its maximum), a node
will wait Lw slots for receiving the coordinator’s ACK after
each transmission. If no ACK is received when Lw expires, a
collision is indicated and the node will apply the CSMA/CA
protocol to try transmitting this packet again. Let Lack denote
the length (in slots) of an ACK. According to IEEE 802.15.4,

l=0

=

where we have used the fact that the events that the nodes start
to transmit in the same slot are dependent. For example, if one
node starts to transmit in slot k − l (indicating that the channel
is free in the previous two slots), another node will also start
to transmit if it performs CCA1 in slot k − l − 1. This explains
the deduction from the second line to the third of (7). If τk = 0,
α1,k is defined as 0. Note that we have defined that τk = 0 and
αk = 0 if k < 0. Therefore, in case k ≤ L, only the terms with
1 ≤ l ≤ k − 1 in the summation in (7) may be non-zero. This
is in consistence with the fact that transmission(s) of the other
node(s) only starting at slot 1, . . . , k − 1 can cause the channel
busy in slot k.
Once a node has transmitted its packet, it will enter the
sleep mode, which means that, for one run, the number of
active nodes (denoted as na ) is decreasing. Moreover, na is a
stochastic variable along time. However, the above equation
uses n instead of na because the probability τk already contains
the information of a node being active. In fact, τk can also be
interpreted as the probability that the tagged node is active and
performs CCA1 in slot k.
Similarly, the event that a CCA2 fails in k-th slot (its preceding CCA1 succeeds) happens only when there are other
nodes that start transmitting exactly in k-th slot. Therefore, if
α1,k−1 = 0,

α1,k−1 (1 − α2,k ) = 1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1

(5)

b=0

τk =

5265

(7)

(10)

where Lturn represents the time (in slots) for the coordinator’s transceiver to switch between transmitting and receiving
modes. Lturn < 2 according to the standard.
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• s = c = r = 0: D† performs CCA1 for the first time in
the contention period. Therefore,
0,0
= λ00,b,k .
λ0,b,k

(15)

where λ00,b,k has been defined in (4).
Fig. 4. A case that causes D † to perform CCA1 in k-th slot when retransmissions are allowed.

With retransmissions, the POS of D† is now redefined as
(r, c, s) which means: D† attempts to retransmit the packet for
r-th time, the preceding backoff is in stage s and the protocol has been re-initialized c times, where r ∈ {0, . . . , R}, c ∈
c is redefined as β c,r ,
{0, . . . , C} and s ∈ {0, . . . , M}. Thus, βs,k
s,k
i.e., the probability that D† is performing CCA1 and POS =
(r, c, s). Accordingly, λcs,b,k is redefined as λc,r
s,b,k .
The extended analytical model also consists of parallel and
cross updating processes as follows.
c,r
. It is
1) Parallel Updating: Consider the probability λs,b,k
determined by taking into account of the following scenarios:
• s ≥ 1: in this case, D† has conducted backoff at least
twice, which implies that the retransmission time as well
as the re-initialization time do not change. Therefore,
similar to (2),

(11)

D†

• s = 0, c ≥ 1:
is performing CCA1 for the first time
after c-th re-initialization, which implies that the retransmission time does not change. Similar to (3),
c−1,r
λc,r
0,b,k = βM,k−b−2 α1,k−b−2 (1 − α2,k−b−1 )
c−1,r
(1 − α1,k−b−1 ).
+ βM,k−b−1

(12)

• s = c = 0, r ≥ 1: this scenario indicates that a collision
happened, and the protocol resets its parameters to s =
c = 0 and increases the retransmission round to r. Let
ωk denote the collision probability, i.e., the probability
that D† and at least one of the other nodes starts to
transmit at k-th slot simultaneously, conditioned on that
they perform CCA1 two slots before. Hence,

ωk = 1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1 .
(13)
As shown in Fig. 4, given that the preceding backoff
length is b, the collided transmission started L + b +
Lw slots ago. Since D† will start to transmit whenever
two successive CCAs succeed, its POS right before the
collided transmission can be any except for that the
retransmission round is r − 1. Therefore,
0,r
=
λ0,b,k

C 
M

c=0 s=0

c,r−1
βs,k−b−L
ω
.
w −L−2 k−b−Lw −L

c,r
βs,k
=

W(i
s )−1

1
λc,r
s,b,k ,
W(is )

(16)

b=0

τk =

R 
C 
M


c,r
βs,k
.

(17)

r=0 c=0 s=0

2) Cross Updating: Consider that D† is performing CCA1
in slot k. Aside from the situation that the channel is occupied
by other nodes, this CCA1 may also end up with a busy channel
observation if the coordinator is busy sending an ACK. Let
υk,k−j be the probability that an ACK is sent by the coordinator
from slot k − j on (which corresponds to that one of the other
n − 1 nodes successfully transmitted a packet) conditioned on
that D† is performing CCA1 in k-th slot.3
υk,k−j = (n − 1)τk−j−L−Lturn −2−j αk−j−L−Lturn −1
× 1 − τk−j−L−Lturn −2

c,r
λc,r
s,b,k = βs−1,k−b−2 α1,k−b−2 (1 − α2,k−b−1 )
c,r
+ βs−1,k−b−1
(1 − α1,k−b−1 ).

By considering all possible values of the preceding backoff
c,r
length b and all possible POS, we can calculate βs,k
and τk in a
similar way as shown in (5) and (6), respectively.

(14)

n−2

.

(18)

υk,k−j .

(19)

Therefore, if τk = 0, the counterpart of (7) becomes
1−α1,k =

L 


1−(1 − τk−l−1 )n−1 αk−l +

l=1

Lack
−1

j=0

The counterparts of α2,k and αk can be obtained similarly. If
α1,k−1 = 0,
α2,k = 1 −

1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1 + υk,k
,
α1,k−1

(20)

and if τk−1 = 0,


αk = α1,k−1 − 1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1 − υk,k .

(21)

V. MAC P ERFORMANCES A NALYSIS
In the coordinator’s point of view, all the packets successfully
received during each contention period are valid and hence are
of its concern. Therefore, we take one contention period as the
analysis window and study the MAC performance in terms of
the throughput of packets and energy consumption.
A. Without Retransmissions
1) Throughput: In slot k, the coordinator successfully decodes the packet from D† (i.e., only D† succeeds in performing
3 D † cannot be transmitting simultaneously as the other nodes because
otherwise it is currently waiting for ACK other than performing CCA1.
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two CCAs and transmits this packet subsequently) with
probability
ηk = τk−L−1 αk−L (1 − τk−L−1 )n−1 .

K−1


ηk .

(23)

k=0

2) Energy Consumption: Since the coordinator is always in
high power for receiving or sending ACKs in the contention
period, we shall only focus on nodes’ energy consumption.
Specifically, we study the energy consumption rate, i.e., per
slot energy consumption of a node. Consider the state of D†
tx bk
o
in k-th slot. Let pcca
k , pk , pk and pk be the probabilities that
†
D is conducting CCA, transmitting, performing backoff and
sleeping, respectively. By definition, it is easy to verify that
ptx
k =

L


τk−l−1 αk−l ,

(24)

= τk + τk−1 α1,k−1 .

(25)

To calculate the probability pbk
k , let’s re-examine the probability λcs,b,k . By definition, λcs,b,k is identical to the probability
that D† starts a backoff with parameters s, c and b at slot
(k − b). Given s, c and b (b ≥ 1), the present backoff period that
covers slot k must start at slot (k − b ), where b ∈ {0, . . . , b −
1}, and the corresponding probability is the same as λcs,b ,k .
Then, taking all possible c, s, b and b into account, one can
easily verify that
pbk
k =

C 
M W(i
s )−1


c=0 s=0

b=1

b−1
1  c
λs,b ,k .
W(is ) 

(26)

b =0

Finally, since there are no other states in which D† can reside,
we immediately have
tx
bk
pok = 1 − pcca
k − pk − pk .

(27)

Denote by cca , tx , bk and o the energy consumption rates
when D† is in the above four states, respectively. The average
energy consumption rate is calculated by
e=

K−1
1   cca
pk
K

cca

pbk
k =

R 
C 
M W(i
s )−1


r=0 c=0 s=0

+ ptx
k

tx

+ pbk
k

bk

+ pok

o



.

(28)

k=0

b=1

b−1
1  c,r
λs,b ,k .
W(is ) 

(29)

b =0

Compared with the energy consumption rate in (28), there is
an extra amount of energy consumed by a node for receiving
the ACKs during the waiting periods. For the ACK receiving
energy, we introduce prx
k to denote the ACK waiting probability.
Because a node will not enter the waiting period if the maximum number of retransmissions has been used, the waiting
probability is
prx
k

=

Lw R−1
C 
M



c,r
βs,k−L−l−1
αk−L−l

l=1 r=0 c=0 s=0

=

 R C M
Lw


l=1

c,r
βs,k−L−l−1

r=0 c=0 s=0

−

C 
M



c,R
βs,k−L−l−1

c=0 s=0

× αk−L−l


Lw
C 
M


c,R
τk−L−l−1 −
=
βs,k−L−l−1 αk−L−l ,
l=1

l=1

pcca
k

verify the validity of (24) and (25). Similar to (26), the backoff
probability can be calculated as

(22)

Thus, by counting all the slots
across the contention period, the packet reception rate is K−1
k=0 ηk . Define throughput
(denoted as ϕ) as the total number of received packets during
one contention period. In other words, ϕ denotes the number of
nodes that succeed in the contention. Therefore,
ϕ=n
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(30)

c=0 s=0

where we have used (17).
Let rx be the energy consumption rate when D† is in the
waiting period. The average energy consumption rate with
retransmissions can be calculated by
K−1
1   cca cca
tx
bk
rx
pk
+ ptx
+ pbk
+ prx
e=
k
k
k
K
k=0


tx
bk
rx
o
+ 1 − pcca
. (31)
k − pk − pk − pk
VI. S IMULATION AND N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We develop OMNeT++ [34] simulation programs to evaluate the proposed analytical model. In our simulations, the
physical layer data rate is 250 kbps. The number of slots in
each contention period is K = 1536 (corresponding to that the
superframe order is 6 according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard).
The maximum backoff stage M is fixed at BEmax − BEmin . All
the packets are of the same length L = 6 (in number of slots).
In simulating energy cost, we adopt the following energy model
originally proposed for Mica2 wireless nodes and has been
used for simulating IEEE 802.15.4 in OMNeT++ [35]. The
CPU current when it is in active and inactive modes is 7.6 mA
and 0.237 mA, respectively, while the transceiver current when
it is in listening/receiving, transmitting (with transmit power
0 dBm), idle and sleep modes is 9.6 mA, 17.0 mA, 1.38 mA
and 60 μA, respectively. In the following figures, we report
the mean values of 105 independent simulation runs for each
parameter setting.

B. With Retransmissions

A. Model Validation

Because Lturn < 2, after a successful transmission, the coordinator will start to transmit ACK before any node can finish
two successive CCAs. In order words, a packet cannot collide
with any ACK. Therefore, (22), (23) still hold. Also, it is easy to

1) Comparison With Existing Models: Four existing models
are chosen for comparison: the saturated-traffic model (SAT
model) and the random-traffic model (RND model) both proposed in [14], the unsaturated-traffic model (UnSAT model)
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Fig. 5. Comparison with existing models where C = 0 and R = 0. In (a), (b), (d) and (f), BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5 and n = 20; in (c) and (e), K = 1536.
In (f), tc means computation time in seconds. (a) Probability of performing CCA1 (τk ). (b) Successful transmission probability ηk . (c) Aggregate throughput vs. n.
(d) Aggregate throughput vs. K. (e) Aggregate throughput vs. n. (f) Computation time vs. K.

proposed in [12], and the periodic-traffic model (PT model)
proposed in [32]. Because neither retransmission nor protocol
re-initialization are taken into account in those models, we fix
R = 0 and C = 0 in our model. For the RND model, since each
node has only one packet for transmission in every K slots, the
average packet arrival rate is set as 1/K. The UnSAT model
uses three additional parameters X1 , X2 and X3 to account for
periodic traffic. Specifically, if a node’s transmission attempt
fails, it shall wait for X3 number of slots before starting a new
transmission attempt. Otherwise, after a transmission, it shall
wait for X2 + X3 (or X1 + X2 + X3 ) number of slots before
starting a new transmission attempt if the previous transmission
collided (or succeeded). To best fit the periodic traffic considered in our study, we choose to use X1 and X3 and consider
two settings of the UnSAT model: X1 = K while X2 = X3 = 0,
in which case the model is called UnSAT1 (which is also the
periodic traffic case considered in the simulations of [12]).
Since UnSAT1 does not consider X3 , a node will immediately
start a new transmission attempt if its previous attempt fails.
Therefore, we consider another setting that X1 = X3 = K while
X2 = 0, in which case the model is called UnSAT2 .
In the following, we first demonstrate the MAC transient
behavior of a network with n = 20 nodes; then we show the
network aggregate throughput and analyze the scalability of
our model. As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), SAT, RND and
UnSAT models predict that the probabilities of performing
CCA1 (i.e., τk ) and a successful transmission (i.e., ηk ) are

independent of time, since they pursue stationary statistics of
the MAC performance. In contrast, both our model and the
PT model accurately predict the evolutions of τk and ηk along
time. As shown in Fig. 5(a), after the first backoff which expires
with equal probabilities in the first 8 slots (W(i0 ) = 8), a node
which experiences unsuccessful CCA(s) will perform another
backoff which expires with probabilities equally distributed in
future slots. Continuing in this way, we can predict that τk first
increases during the first 8 slots. The peak value is reached
at k = 7, from which a quick drop takes place. The reason
is two-fold: the expiration probability of a newly performed
backoff decreases as the backoff exponent increases; and the
probability of a node turning to sleep increases since it may
have already transmitted its packet. Basically, τk will ultimately
decrease to 0 providing that the contention period is sufficiently
long. As shown in Fig. 5(b), it is interesting to observe that the
probability ηk oscillates when k < 60, and the period is around
8 slots (as indicated by the locations of the peak values shown
in this figure). In fact, with τk shown in Fig. 5(a), the term
τk−L−1 (1 − τk−L−1 )n−1 in (22) does not show an oscillating
pattern as ηk does; thus, the probability αk is the main reason
for the oscillation of ηk . From (9), we have

αk − αk−1 = 1 − (1 − τk−L−3 )n−1 αk−L−2

− 1 − (1 − τk−2 )n−1 αk−1 .
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Fig. 6. MAC performance when with re-initialization (C = 5) but without retransmission (R = 0). In (a) and (b), BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5. (a) Probability of
performing CCA1 (τk ). (b) Successful transmission probability ηk . (c) Aggregate throughput. (d) Energy consumption rate (μAs).

Consider the extreme case with n → ∞. Then, the above equation will reduce to αk → αk−L−2 , which clearly indicates that
αk will be periodic and the period is L + 2 = 8. Moreover, since
α1 = 1 and ∀k ≤ 0, αk = 0, we can see that αk will oscillate
between 0 and 1 with oscillating period 8 in the extreme case. In
normal cases, the oscillating behavior of αk also can be roughly
explained by the above equation. However, this equation does
not fully capture the exact behavior of αk (and further ηk ), since
the recursive updating of τk is complicated and the impact of τk
on calculating αk and ηk cannot be ignored.
We further compare the performance of these models in
terms of aggregate throughput ϕ (i.e., total number of packets
successfully transmitted in one contention period, as defined
in (23)) under various parameter settings. The unit of ϕ is
packet per period (ppp). From Fig. 5(c), we can observe that
our model is both accurate and scalable. Without retransmissions, increasing the backoff exponents, which in turn increases
the average backoff periods and hence can mitigate channel
access contention intensity, will benefit the network in terms
of increasing the aggregate throughput. As studied in [16], the
throughput based on the SAT model shows a parabola shape as
n increases, and, due to intensified contention, it drops very fast
after its peak value has been reached. For the RND model with
K = 1536, the average packet arrival rate is significantly low,
resulting in that the channel contentions among the nodes are
in a very low level and each node can eventually successfully
transmit its packet during one period. Therefore, the predicted
throughput is almost the same as n increases.
Under periodic traffic, all the nodes will stop contending
after some period of time. Therefore, further increasing the contention period length (i.e., K) will not increase the aggregated
throughput, as shown in Fig. 5(d). However, increasing K will
impact the performance of other models. Specifically, for the
SAT model, although it is independent of K, increasing K will
increase the aggregated throughput since the latter counts all
packets successfully transmitted in one contention period. The
reason that the performance of the RND model degrades as K
increases is similar, except that, when K is large enough, the aggregated throughput will stay unchanged (as above mentioned,
each node will eventually transmit its packet if K is enough
long. As shown in Fig. 5(d), when K > 550, the aggregated
throughput will be 20, the same as the number of nodes). For
the UnSAT1 model, although increasing K will cause longer
waiting time (i.e., X1 ) and thereby lower rate of transmission

attempt, the aggregated throughput will still increase due to the
increase of K.4 The impact of K on UnSAT2 is similar.
Fig. 5(e) shows that both PT and our models are accurate
in terms of aggregated throughput. However, the PT model
requires much more computation time than ours, as shown
in Fig. 5(f). In fact, the PT model uses a state transition
based approach, where a state is defined as {BCc , BCs , CW, t}
representing the tuple of the backoff timer count, backoff stage,
the value of CW (1 or 2) and the current slot index. The model
should maintain at least the following set of variables in order
to capture all the protocol operation details: the probability
of each state (i.e., Pr{BCc = c, BCs = i, CW = w, t = j}), the
probabilities of finding the channel busy in the first and second
CCAs, and the probability of finding the channel free in two
successive slots. Therefore, for each slot t, the number of
maintained variables is
2

M


W(is ) + 3 = 2M+2 + 1.

(32)

s=0

In contrast, our model takes a recursive approach to directly update the variables. Note that, by combining (2)–(5), we can see
that the probabilities {λs,b,k } are just intermediate variables for
updating {βs,t }. Therefore, our model only needs to maintain the
probabilities βs,k , τk , α1,k and α2,k . For each slot k, the number
of maintained variables is M + 4, which can be significantly
smaller than 2M+2 + 1 if M is large. In this sense, our model is
light-weight.
In sum, for modeling the MAC performance under periodic
traffic, the SAT, RND and UnSAT models become inaccurate,
regardless of the backoff exponents and the contention period
length. Although the PT model is as accurate as ours, it requires
much longer computation time. Therefore, in the following we
shall focus on the performance of our model only.
2) When Protocol Re-Initialization Is Allowed: Consider a
more complicated scenario in which the protocol can be reinitialized but retransmissions are still disabled. The maximum
number of re-initialization times C is set to 5. Fig. 6(a) and
(b) show both simulated and analytically predicted probabilities
4 In [12], the values X and X can be tuned to fit application scenarios. In
1
3
UnSAT1 and UnSAT2 , we have used the maximal possible values of X1 and
X3 . For smaller X1 and X3 , our simulations suggest that the performance gap
between UnSAT and our model will be larger.
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Fig. 7. MAC performance when with retransmission. C = 5, BEmin = 3 and BEmax = 5. In (a) and (b), R = 2. (a) Probability of performing CCA1 (τk ).
(b) Successful transmission probability ηk . (c) Aggregate throughput. (d) Energy consumption rate (μAs).

of τk and ηk , respectively. The figures clearly show that our
model is accurate. Further, the trajectory of the probability ηk
delivers the time-dependent distributions of packet successful
reception rate and successful reception time. This information
is useful for determining the length of the contention period.
For example, from Fig. 6(b), all the nodes almost turn to
sleep (and hence no packet will be received) after around
150 slots. We call the earliest time in a contention period when
all nodes are sleeping the protocol hibernation time. If the
network configuration is fixed, it is desirable for the coordinator
to terminate the contention period after that time in order to save
energy consumed for channel listening. On the other hand, a
delayed hibernation time usually indicates higher throughput.
Comparing Figs. 6(a) and 5(a), we know that by allowing
protocol re-initialization, nodes will be given more chances
for transmitting their packets, resulting in that the hibernation
time moves right along the horizontal axis. By using higher
backoff exponents, the backoff period is prolonged and the
hibernation time can also be delayed. In both cases, the network
throughput is improved, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 5(c)
and 6(c).
As mentioned above, increasing the backoff exponents will
improve the throughput, but at the cost of higher energy consumption. Such trends are clearly shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d).
3) When Retransmission Is Enabled: We consider that the
maximum number of allowable retransmissions R varies in
{0, 1, 2}, and C is set to 5. Lturn = Lack = 1. As shown in
Fig. 7(a) and (b), the shapes of the τk and ηk curves are similar
as above. However, the protocol hibernation time is postponed
because more channel access opportunities are given to nodes
whose previous transmissions are collided.
In general, both throughput and energy consumption rate
grow as R increases, as shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d). As n increases, the throughput first increases and then slowly declines,
yielding parabola-like shapes. It is easy to understand that,
when n is small, the contention intensity is low such that
having more nodes to access the channel will improve the
throughput. As n continues to increase, the channel contention
is intensified, which means that, for any node, an increasing
amount of bandwidth is wasted in performing backoff, failed
CCAs and collided transmissions. For a large n, the channel
will be congested for a long time after the beginning of each
contention period. Although there are still chances to transmit
data after that congestion period, many nodes may use up
its limited numbers of protocol re-initializations and retrans-

missions and will sleep before the congestion period ends.
Based on Figs. 6 and 7, when n is large (e.g., n ≥ 40), increasing the backoff exponents is more efficient than providing
more retransmission times. However, in view of the obvious
performance improvement by retransmissions when n is relatively small, we still enable retransmissions in the following
analysis.
B. Single CCA vs. Double CCA
In the literature, single CCA is usually assumed for modeling the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC performance. In [14], the MAC
performance with both single CCA (SS) and double CCAs
(DS) is compared under saturated traffic assumptions, and
the results prefer DS over SS for higher successful transmission probability while the opposite opinion is given regarding
to network throughput. With periodic traffic, our model can
readily work with SS after simple modifications. Taking the
non-retransmission case for example, we drop all the terms
containing α2,k from (2), (3), (8) and (9), since CCA2 is not
performed any more. Also, since transmission is now
 started
after one successful CCA, (7) changes to 1 − α1,k = Ll=1 [1 −
(1 − τk−l )n−1 ]αk−l .
To compare SS and DS, we hereby introduce another
metric—energy efficiency which is the ratio of aggregate
throughput over total energy consumption of all nodes. Numerical results are shown in Fig. 8, where we can see that there are
significant gaps between SS and DS in terms of both throughput
and energy consumption rate. We observe that DS outperforms
SS in terms of throughput under various parameter settings.
Compared with DS, a node with SS becomes more easily to
transmit packet and the collision probability becomes higher.
Since the ACK is sent one slot (Lturn = 1) after a successful
transmission, a packet may also collide with the ACK under SS,
which, however, does not happen in DS case. Under saturated
traffic, though the reliability of each transmission is lower, SS
allows a node to serve more packets than DS, which may in turn
increase the network throughput. Whereas, in our case, since
there is only one packet to be served in each contention period,
lower reliability can imply lower throughput. Fig. 8(b) shows
DS incurs much higher energy than SS. From Fig. 8(c), we can
see that DS has obvious advantage over SS in terms of energy
efficiency when the number of nodes is small. However, when
n ≥ 20, the energy efficiency of the two schemes become very
close.
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Fig. 8. Performance comparisons between single CCA and double CCAs, where BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5 and C = 5. (a) Aggregate throughput. (b) Energy
consumption rate (μAs). (c) Energy efficiency.

Fig. 9. Impact of contention period length on the throughput. In the figure, the
three numbers inside each pair of parentheses mean number of nodes, BEmin
and BEmax , respectively. We fix C = 5 and R = 2.

C. The Impact of Contention Period Length
With the proposed analytical model, we can optimize the
parameters (e.g., maximum and minimum backoff exponents,
maximum number of retransmission times, and the length
of the contention period) to improve the MAC performance.
Fig. 9 shows the impact of contention period length K on the
aggregate throughput of packets. For each parameter setting,
we can determine a critical length (denoted as K c , which is
consistent with the value of the protocol hibernation time mentioned above) for the contention period such that the throughput
changes very little for any K > K c . Such results can guide the
design of the contention period length: the coordinator should,
in average, wait at least for a period equal to K c if it wants
to get as many data as possible. Moreover, in order to save the
coordinator’s energy spent for idle-listening, its average waiting
period can be set to K c .
VII. D ISCUSSIONS
A. Extension to Heterogeneous Scenarios
So far, we have focused on a homogeneous network environment where all nodes are configured with the same set
of MAC parameters. In this extension, we consider a class

of heterogeneous scenarios where the nodes still apply the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol but use different parameters,
e.g., packet length, maximum numbers of re-initialization and
retransmission times, backoff exponents, and even contention
period. Considering many factors such as mobility and diverse
types of the nodes, it would be possible to have such heterogeneous networks. For example, during a contention period, a
node may move out of others’ communication ranges, which
can be viewed as the case that this node uses a shorter contention period.
To accommodate such heterogeneous scenarios, our model
should be adapted by carrying out a few modifications as follows. Each of the probabilities is no longer the same for different nodes, so we need to associate with each node a distinct set
of the probabilities, e.g., τk should be specified to i-th node as
(i)
τk . For each node, depending only on its own historical probabilities, the parallel updating process does not change, while
the cross updating process should be modified. Specifically,
the conditional probabilities for successful CCAs in (7)–(9)
and (19)–(21) should be updated by taking every other node’s
state into account. For instance, (7) for node 1 will become to


(1)
(i)
(1)
1 − α1,k = Ll=1 [1 − ni=2 (1 − τk−l−1 )]αk−l . Since each node
should be treated separately, as a drawback of the new model,
the computational complexity will increase as the network scale
increases, which will be investigated in our future work.
B. The Hidden Node Problem
Consider that two nodes are out of each other’s communication ranges. If they transmit packets at the same time, collisions may happen because they are not aware of each other’s
activities even if they perform CCAs. The proposed model has
to incorporate the following revisions to accommodate such a
hidden node problem. Similar as the above, a distinct set of
variables for each node should be defined. Moreover, for each
node i, let Ni and Hi be the sets of nodes within its interference
range and hidden nodes, respectively. Thus, for node i, the
probabilities of successful CCAs should take the activities of
the nodes only in Ni into account. For example, without retrans

(i)
missions, (7) will become: 1 − α1,k
= Ll=1 [1 − j∈Ni (1 −
(j)

(i)
τk−l−1 )]αk−l
. With this modification, the key impact due to
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the hidden node problem is on the calculation of successful
(i)
(i)
transmission probability ηk . Specifically, ηk will depend on:
the probability that node i transmits a packet, the probability
that the channel is occupied by neither the coordinator (which
transmits ACKs) nor the nodes in both Ni and Hi . Since
the ACK transmission probability depends on the successful
probability of corresponding packet transmitted previously, the
key difficulty lies in calculating the probability that none of the
nodes in Hi is transmitting given that node i is transmitting.
The challenge is that the transmission probability of the nodes
(especially if they lie in each other’s communication ranges)
in Hi may be interdependent, which significantly increases the
model complexity and is worth investigating in the future.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an analytical model for the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC protocol with periodic traffic, a major traffic pattern
generated in many practical wireless networks. We establish
the model based on recursive updating with well-defined initial
conditions. The model includes the MAC characteristics in a
variety of scenarios, e.g., whether retransmissions are enabled,
with single CCA or double CCAs. Extensive simulations have
verified that the model accurately captures performance in
terms of both transient and aggregate throughput and energy
consumption.
With the proposed model, the time-dependent distributions of
packet reception rate and reception time can be explored, which
are almost impossible for steady-state based models. Our model
is able to accurately predict the impact of many designable
parameters such as MAC protocol parameters and contention
period length, and thus can facilitate optimization and energy
efficient design of IEEE 802.15.4-enabled wireless networks.
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